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(continued to the right)

(continued from the left)

Avanta now provides sales and

support for Windows and

Macintosh personal computers.

For more information, please call

Chip at 818-706-9191.

If  your Okidata printer is showing either of

these two symptoms, please check if  the

“ALARM” light is on. If  so, the simple solution

may be to replace the printer ribbon.

Avanta recommends that high quality OEM

ribbons always be used, especially since

generic and OEM ribbons are approximately

the same cost ($9 and $10, respectively). If

you have questions about your printer or other

hardware, please call Chip at Avanta.

Poor print quality?
Too noisy?

The Collection Analysis Report is a powerful

tool in the Avanta system, allowing the user

to examine the frequency and collections for

all productions in a practice.

It is the only Avanta report that includes

collections referenced by date of  service. For

example, a user may report on productions

for a specific time period, but may include

referenced transactions within and/or outside

this time period.

The production/collection information may

be broken down by up to four levels, including

but not limited to Treating Doctor, Primary

Insurance, Treatment, Primary Diagnosis, and

Place of  Service. By default, information is

reported in terms of  production amount and

frequency, collection amount and percentage,

adjustment amount and percentage, and balance

due and percentage, although further

information may also be reported.

The Collection Analysis Report can serve

many purposes. For example, the report can

illustrate which procedures comprise the

majority of  a practice’s collections, or to

identify which managed care plans are your best

and worst performing. For assistance or further

information, please call Avanta.
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